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Some Terminology

• Public expenditure can be divided up in 

many ways but two classifications are 

critical.

• Current spending (consumed here and 

now) and within this the administration 

budget.

• Capital spending (produces assets that 

deliver a stream of services over time)



Some Terminology

• Added to these are a two way 

classification for control purposes.

• DEL (Departmental Expenditure Limit) 

sets totals for spending that can be 

controlled over a number of years.

• AME (Annually Managed Expenditure) 

volatile expenditure that can change at 

short notice – e.g. benefits



Some Terminology

Putting these together gives a four way split

Current Capital

DEL

AME

Departmental 

spending on wages 

and salaries and other 

purchases includes 

admin costs

Departmental spending 

on buildings and other 

assets such as roads 

and IT equipment

Spending on welfare, 

pensions and other 

benefits

A miscellany including 

certain financial 

transactions



How Northern Ireland is Funded

• The Barnett formula plays a central role in 

adjusting the amount of public expenditure 

in NI

• The formula gives NI its population share 

of any change (up or down) in a 

comparable spending programme in 

England



How Northern Ireland is Funded

• Example: Health spending in England goes up 
by £1 billion.  NI population as a proportion of 
England’s population is 3.4% and Health is 
100% comparable.

• Calculation is:

• NI share = £1000 m X 0.034 X 1.0 = £34 m

• Note that the formula only adjusts the baseline it 
doesn’t create it.  History has done that.



How Northern Ireland is Funded
The Barnett formula comes together with DEL and AME as follows

Assigned Budget

DEL AME

Current and capital 

spending by departments 

under the control of the NI 

Executive

Social security and other 

benefits

NHS & Teachers 

pensions

RRI borrowing

Local government self 

financed expenditure

Regional rates



How Northern Ireland is Funded

Budget 2010: Current Expenditure

£million

Expenditure

Financed By

Departmental Spending 9,053.3 UK Grant (Resource DEL) 8,623.9

EU Peace Programme 16.3 Regional Rates 542.4

Invest to Save Transfer to Capital 7.9 End Year Flexibility 30.0

UK Budget 2010 6.4

Other Costs 112.3

Total 9,196.3 9,196.3



How Northern Ireland is Funded

Budget 2010: Capital Expenditure

£million

Expenditure

Financed By

Departmental Spending 1,407.9 UK Grant (Capital DEL) 1,142.6

UK Budget 2010 5.7 RRI Borrowing 241.3

Other Provisions 71.0 End Year Flexibility 92.7

Invest to Save Transfer 7.9

Total 1,484.6 1,484.6



The Fiscal Balance

The Fiscal Balance across the UK 2007/08



The CSR Outcome

Figure (1): NI Executive’s Resource and Capital DEL 2010/11 to 2014/15 at 2009/10 Prices
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The CSR Outcome

• Current spending down by 7% in real 
terms over four years

• Capital spending down by 37% over four 
years

• Both of these structural breaks come from 
a previously increasing trend so a huge 
shock



The CSR Outcome

• Ending of the End Year Flexibility Scheme 

means we loose £312 million we had built 

up in the scheme.

• Cuts to English universities means we 

have £100 million less (Barnett formula 

works in reverse too!)



The CSR Outcome

• Cumulatively £4 billion will be taken from 

the Block over four years

• In addition welfare cuts (which are in AME 

remember) will take up to a further £1 

billion out of the economy.







Departmental Budgets

• DETI

– Current  £204.9/211.6/203.5/205.5million

• % 2.7/3.3/-3.8/1.0

– Capital  £71.6/44.7/16.2/29.1million

• % -2.6/-37.6/-63.8/79.6

• Energy etc £1.6/1.3/1.0/15.5 million



Implications

• Capital cuts of this size will be very difficult 

to manage.

• Not much relief on the horizon from asset 

sales

• Appetite for PPPs and other exotic 

financing vehicles ?





Implications

• Some examples to be investigated.

– PPP variants e.g. DBFO, BOT, BBO, LDO

– Time bounded transfers

– Additional value mechanisms e.g. TIF



The Mutual – Equity Debate

• The idea of mutualisation as opposed to 

privatization of public utilities has gained 

some support in recent times.

• The examples of Welsh Water and the NI 

Energy Holding Company are versions of 

the mutual form.



The Mutual-Equity Debate

• The mutual replaces equity with debt 
finance so is highly leveraged.

• Normally the company is committed to 
long term interest rates.

• Lack of shareholders means that the 
mutual will usually have to carry 
substantial reserves as a shock absorber



The Mutual-Equity Debate

• The equity model mixes equity and debt 
funding.

• Equity companies are highly sensitive to 
market incentives and aggressively hunt 
efficiency.

• The shareholders are the shock 
absorbers.



The Mutual-Equity Debate

• Mutuals seem to operate well where the 

business is not too complex e.g. pipelines 

and interconnectors.

• Equity companies may have the edge 

where the business is more complex and 

the market more dynamic.  



The Mutual-Equity Debate

• Regulation of the equity company is well 
established and there is a good track record of 
extracting efficiency gains.

• Regulation of the mutual is more problematic 
since there are no shareholders to levy penalties 
upon.

• Regulation of a publicly financed mutual is 
anyone’s guess.


